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NeoScent is the premier ambient scenting company in
Thailand with the ability to carry out scenting projects both

large and small. From  spotlight  scenting, designed to highlight
a particular product ina defined area to billboard scenting where
an entire area is scented, NeoScent has the capabilities to design

construct install and service the project from start to finish.

The first scent branding company in Thailand, NeoScent was established
in 2007 and quickly developed  the  capabilities required to design install

and service the equipment and oils required for a successful scent
branding experience.

NeoScent
Without proper and effective service a scenting 
program can easily fail. NeoScent is fully staffed and 
properly trained so as to be able to provide both onsite and 
workshop servicing of machines and installations.

We are able to locally service and repair all machines supplied by 
us and many supplied by other manufacturers. We are the only scenting 
company in Thailand with this capability.

Service
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Installation
The ability to correctly position and install scenting 

equipment is central to the successful deployment of a 
scenting solution. NeoScent has supplied and installed literally 
hundreds of scenting systems so our installation team has the 

experience needed to ensure a smooth and trouble free installation 
from start to finish. From positioning of machines to scenting entry 

point, we have the knowledge and technical qualifications needed for the 
perfect job.

NeoScent is the major supplier of fragrance systems 
across ASEAN and a specialist in the development of 
aroma and essential oil blends, servicing more than 100 
clients around Asia.   NeoScent’s aroma range offers unlimited 
possibilities, drawing from 55 pure essential oil blends and more 
than 50,000 perfume quality aroma oils.   NeoScent’s in-house team 
of scent designers create signature blends and unique compositions to 
match the environment or brand of any business.

Production of our aroma oils and scenting equipment is carried 
out at our Bangkok head office from where we serve all of 
Thailand.   International distribution is carried out through 
our independent partners and distributors around the 
world.                   

Our Expertise
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NeoScent is able to design a bespoke perfume that 
will be congruent with your establishment and suit 

your customer demographic. Not just any scent, but one 
that compliments and enhances your décor and design and 

is suited to the age, style and ethnicity of your clients.   
All  these factors, and more, are  taken into account when we 

compose your signature scent. We use the best ingredients 
sourced form  Europe, China and Thailand, and only  from  IFRA  

certified suppliers. Our perfumer then composes a scent that 
meets the needs of the client in all ways.

Scent Creation
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Having  a  great perfume is of no value if it can not be
dispersed to the required area. The design team at
NeoScent can survey the space to be scented, design the
required layout and select the correctly sized machines so as
to obtain the most cost effective combination of machines and oils.
NeoScent has expertise and experience in the application of scenting
equipment in spaces as small as 50m  and as large as 15000m .

System Design
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